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Abstract—Networks and computers often consist of a company‘s most important and costly commodities its 

intellectual properties and business data. If the network and computer vulnerabilities of network such as the ntranet 

are not identified and mitigated, they could enable an intruder to seriously compromise the security of a company‘s 

network, computers, and data. Existing systems detects the intrusion in industrial control environment. But there is 

need to build system which provides enhanced security for the packet transmission in network with the encryption 

algorithm [7].So that it mainly secures the network from various attacks like Black hole Intrusion, Man in middle 

attack,etc.Also there could be Android application for admin tocontrol intruder through cloud.[7] 
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I. INTRODUCTION 

Today mobile and mobile based applications have become a part of day to day life. With the revolution in mobile 

computing many great features were added to the field and the mobiles got smaller, faster and better as the decade 

passed. It gave rise to the introduction of new mobile based operating systems where the programmers where 

presented with open source operating system named ―ANDROID‖. With the introduction of android the 

programmers were free to program freely and with the much awaited programming language as the programmers 

did not have to learn anything new.The android was a classic mixture of java and mobile computing. 

Cyber security [1] is also referred to as information technology security, focuses on protecting computers, networks, 

programs and data from unintended or unauthorized access, change or destruction. Governments, military, 

corporations, financial institutions, hospitals and other businesses collect, process and store a great deal of 

confidential information on computers and transmit that data across networks to other computers. With the growing 

volume and sophistication of cyber attacks, ongoing attention is required to protect sensitive business and personal 

information, as well as safeguard national security. 

The content of the paper is organized as follows- Section II briefly explains the Cyber security. In Section III 

Encryption Algorithms. Section IV Google Spreadsheet. Section V Conclusion. 

 

http://www.ijrit.com/
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II. CYBER SECURITY 

Cyber security[1] consists of the policies adopted to prevent and monitor authorized access, misuse, modification, or 

denial of a computer network and network-accessible resources. Network security involves the authorization of 

access to data in a network, which is controlled by the network administrator. Figure 1.explains the LAN security 

architecture. Security threats are multiplying acutely all over the globe, and targeting individuals and companies 

alike.[1] Damage is inflicted by hackers who manipulate vulnerabilities against the users‘ systems, and the 

consequences are dreadful. 

 

 

Figure 1. Network Security LAN Architecture 

Following are some attacks explained which this system A passive attack monitors unencrypted data traffic and 

looks for clear-text passwords and sensitive information that can be use in other types of attacks. Passive attacks 

include traffic analysis, monitoring of unprotected communications, decrypting weakly encrypted traffic, and 

capturing authentication information such as passwords. Passive interception of network operations enables 

adversaries to see upcoming actions. Passive attacks result in the exploiting of information or data files to an 

attacker without the knowledge of the An active attack, the attacker tries to bypass or break into secured systems. 

This can be done through stealth, viruses, worms, or Trojan horses. Active attacks include attempts to break 

protection features, to introduce malicious code, and to steal or modification of information. These attacks are 

mounted against a network backbone, exploit information in transit, penetrate an enclave, or attack an authorized 

remote user during an attempt to connect to an enclave. Active attacks result in the disclosure or dissemination of 

data files, DoS, or modification of data.[1] C. Denial of Service A denial-of-service or a DOS attack generally 

means attacking the network to bring it down completely with useless traffic by affecting the host device which is 

connected to the internet. A DOS attack targets websites or services which are hosted on the servers of banks and 

credit card payment gateways. [5] D. Privilege Escalation Attack A privilege escalation attack[5] is a type of 

network intrusion which allows the user to have an elevated access to the network which was primarily not allowed. 

The attacker takes the advantage of the programming errors and permits an elevated access to the network E. 

Scareware Scareware is a type of threat which acts as a genuine system message and guides you to download and 

purchase useless and potentially dangerous software. Such scareware pop-ups seem to be similar to any system 

messages, but actually aren‘t. The main purpose of the scareware is to create anxiety among the users and use that 

anxiety to coax them to download irrelevant softwares.[5] 
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F. Black-hole Attack 

 

A black hole [8] problem means that one malicious node utilizes the routing protocol to claim itself of being the 

shortest path to the destination node,drops the routing packets but does not forward packets to its neighbors. A 

single black hole [8] attack is easily happened in the mobile ad hoc networks. Figure 2 shows single black hole 

attack in mobile network. 
 

 
 

Figure 2. Single Black Hole Attack 

G. Gray Hole Attack 

 

Gray hole attack is just similar to black hole attack but it does not drops all the network data packets but only few of 

them were drop.[2] Gray hole is a node that can switch from behaving correctly to behaving like a black hole that is 

it is actually an attacker and it will act as a normal node. So we can‘t identify easily 

the attacker since it behaves as a normal node.[2] Every node maintains a routing table that stores the next hop node 

information which is a route packet to destination node. If a source node is in need to route a packet to the 

destination node it uses a specific route and it will be checked in the routing table whether it is available or not. If a 

node initiates a route discovery process by broadcasting Route Request (RREQ) 

message to its neighbor, by receiving the route request message the intermediate nodes will update their routing 

tables for reverse route to the source. A route reply message is sent back to the source node when the RREQ query 

reaches either to the destination node or to any other node which has a current route to destination.[3] 

 

III. ENCRYPTION ALGORITHMS 
 

A. AES Algorithm 

 

The Advanced Encryption Standard or AES is a symmetric block cipher used by the U.S. government to secure 

classified information and is implemented in software and hardware throughout the world to encrypt 

sensitive data.[7] 
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Figure 3. AES Algorithm. 

 

1) AES Algorithm: AES [7] comprises three block ciphers, AES-128, AES-192 and AES-256. Each cipher encrypts 

and decrypts data in blocks of 128 bits using cryptographic keys of 128-, 192- and 256-bits, respectively. Symmetric 

or secret key ciphers use the same key for encrypting and decrypting, so both the sender and the receiver must know 

and use the same secret key. All key lengths are deemed sufficient to protect classified information up to the 

‖Secret‖ level with ‖Top Secret‖ information requiring either 192- or 256-bit key lengths. There are 10 rounds for 

128-bit keys, 12 rounds for 192-bit keys, and 14 rounds for 256-bit keys – a round consists of several processing 

steps that include substitution, transposition and mixing of the input plaintext and transform it into the final output of 

ciphertext. 

As a cipher, AES [6] has proven reliable. The only successful attacks against it have been side-channel attacks on 

weaknesses found in the implementation or key management of certain AES-based encryption products. (Side-

channel attacks don‘t use brute force or theoretical weaknesses to break a cipher, but rather exploit flaws in the way 

it has been implemented.) TLS can use AES to encrypt data, but due to the information that TLS exposes, attackers 

managed to predict the initialization vector block used at the start of the encryption process. 

 

2) Features of AES Algorithm: 

 

 Advanced Encryption Standard (AES) [6] algorithm works on the principle of Substitution Permutation 

network. 

 AES doesn‘t slowers network and is fast in both software and hardware. 

 AES operates on a 4 by 4 matrix of bytes termed as a state The Advanced Encryption Standard cipher is 

specified as a number of repetitions of transformation sounds that convert the input plain text into the final 

output of cipher text. 

 Each round consists of several processing steps, including one that depends on the Encryption key. 

 A set of reverse rounds are applied to transform cipher text back into the original plain text using the same 

encryption key. 

 

B. DES 

 

The Data Encryption Standard is a block cipher, meaning a cryptographic key and algorithm are applied to a block 

of data simultaneously rather than one bit at a time. To encrypt a plaintext message, DES groups it into 64-bit 

blocks. Each block is enciphered using the secret key into a 64-bit ciphertext by means of permutation and 

substitution. The process involves 16 rounds and can run in four different modes, encrypting blocks individually or 

making each cipher block dependent on all the previous blocks.[4] Triple DES Triple DES was designed to replace 

the original Data Encryption Standard (DES) algorithm, which hackers eventually learned to defeat with relative 

ease. At one time, Triple DES was the recommended standard and the most widely used symmetric algorithm in the 

industry.Triple DES uses three individual keys with 56 bits each. The total key length adds up to 168 bits, but 
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experts would argue that 112-bits in key strength is more like it.Despite slowly being phased out, Triple DES still 

manages to make a dependable hardware encryption solution for financial services and other industries.[4] 

 
 

Figure 4. Triple DES 

 
 

C. Blowfish 

 

Blowfish is yet another algorithm designed to replace DES. This symmetric cipher splits messages into blocks of 64 

bits and encrypts them individually.Blowfish is known for both its tremendous speed and overall effectiveness as 

many claim that it has never been defeated. Meanwhile, vendors have taken full advantage of its free availability in 

the public domain.Blowfish can be found in software categories ranging from e-commerce platforms for securing 

payments to password management tools, where it used to protect passwords. It‘s definitely one of the more flexible 

encryption methods available.  

 

1) Evaluation of Blowfish: Encryption and decryption are very fast with Blowfish. However, before any 

(de/en)crytpion can be performed, the key must be expanded into several sub-key arrays totalling 4168 bytes. These 

sub-keys will be used in the actual (de/en)cryption. The expansion process is relatively slow and means Blowfish 

will not perform well in any application requiring frequent key changes. This can be viewed as an advantage, for 

example there exists a hashing algorithm derived from Blowfish. Because of the heavy processing required, 

dictionary attacks are very expensive on these hashes. 

 

D. Performance Analysis of Encryption Algorithm 

 

 DES:(Data Encryption Standard), was the first encryption standard to be recommended by NIST (National 

Institute of Standards and Technology). It is based on the IBM proposed algorithm called Lucifer. DES 

became a standard in 1974. Since that time, many attacks and methods recorded that exploit the weaknesses 

of DES, which made it an insecure block cipher[4]  

 3DES: An enhancement of DES, the 3DES (Triple DES) encryption standard was proposed. In this 

standard the encryption method is similar to the one in original DES but applied 3 times to increase the 

encryption level.[4] 
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 AES: (Advanced Encryption Standard), is the new encryption standard recommended by NIST to replace 

DES. Rijndael (pronounced Rain Doll) algorithm was selected in 1997, after a competition to select the 

best encryption standard. Brute force attack is the only effective attack known against it, in which the 

attacker tries to test all the characters combinations to unlock the encryption. Both 

 AES and DES are block ciphers[4] 

 Blowfish: Blowfish is a variable length key, 64-bit block cipher. The Blowfish algorithm was first 

introduced in 1993. This algorithm can be optimized in hardware applications though it‘s mostly used in 

software applications. It suffers from weak keys problem, no attack is known to be successful against[4] 

 

IV. GOOGLE SPREADSHEET API 
 

The Google Sheets API (Google Spreadsheets API) lets you develop client applications that read and modify 

worksheets and data in Google Sheets.  

 

A. Terminologies of Spreadsheet 

 

 Spreadsheet:Google Sheets document, created with the Google Sheets user interface or with the Google 

Drive API. 

 Worksheet:Named collection of cells within a spreadsheet. All spreadsheets must have at least one 

worksheet, and have one worksheet by default. 

 List Row:Row of cells in a worksheet, represented as a key-value pair, where each key is a column name, 

and each value is the cell value. The first row of a worksheet is always considered the header row when 

using the API, and therefore is the row that defines the keys represented in each row. 

 Cell:Single piece of data in a worksheet. 

 

B. Google Spreadsheet Approach: 

 

 
 

Figure 5. Spreadsheet 

 

C. Applications of Google Spreadsheet API Spreadsheet applications (sometimes referred to simply as spreadsheets) 

are computer programs that let you create and manipulate spreadsheets electronically. In a spreadsheet application, 

each value sits in a cell. You can define what type of data is in each cell and how different cells depend on one 

another. The relationships between cells are called formulas, and the names of the cells are called labels. 
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D. Steps to use Google Spreadsheet API in Android App following packages required to use spreadsheet api in 

android development 

 

_ Google Drive API: https://developers.google.com/drive/ 

_ Google Spreadsheet Api: https: // developers .google.com/google -apps/spreadsheets/ 

_ Google APi java client: http://code.google.com/p/googleapi-java-client/  

 

V. CONCLUSION 
 

In this paper we have described types of cyber attacks such as acitve attacks,passive attacks,black hole and gray hole 

attacks.Also AES algorithm and its working in real time application with advantages.Future scope in security is 

using Google spreadsheet (cloud technology) in android application for accessing private network data is beneficial 

in security system. 
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